GYMNASIUMS’ DRAWING OF LOTS PROCEDURES

We are pleased to hereby submit the procedures for the MAG and WAG gymnasts drawing of lots for the 1st FIG Artistic Gymnastics Junior World Championship in Győr (HUN).

Qualifications (including All-Around Final and Team Final)

**General Principle:** no individual gymnasts may be drawn in a "team group".

**First step:** to draw the individual gymnasts into the "mixed groups".

For MAG and WAG, **"mixed groups" will be composed of a maximum of 5 gymnasts.** When a "mixed group" is full, the number for the "mixed group" will be taken out from the corresponding bowl.

- To prepare the cards with the names of countries with 1 gymnast.
- To prepare the cards with numbers equal to the number of "mixed groups”.
- To put the cards with the names of countries with 1 gymnast into bowl #1; to draw the country from bowl #1, then the number for the "mixed group" from bowl #2 until all countries with 1 gymnast are assigned

**Second step:** to draw the teams and “mixed groups” into the subdivisions

A maximum of 2 mixed group for MAG and 1 mixed group for WAG must be drawn in each subdivision. Once a subdivision is full, it will be taken out from the corresponding bowl.

A maximum of 2 teams for MAG and WAG must be drawn in each apparatus. Once an apparatus in a subdivision is full, it will be taken out from the corresponding bowl.

For MAG, two positions will be drawn out in the beginning.

- To prepare the cards with the names of the countries with a “team” and with the numbers for the "mixed groups”.
- To prepare the cards indicating the subdivisions’ number and the apparatus within the subdivision
- To put the cards with the numbers for the "mixed groups” into bowl #1.
- To put the subdivision and apparatus into bowl #2.
- To draw alternately from bowl #1 and bowl #2, until all "mixed groups” are assigned.
- To put the cards with the names of the countries with “teams” into bowl #1.
- To draw alternately from bowl #1 and bowl #2, until all teams are assigned.

Individual Apparatus Finals

In order to establish the Working order on each apparatus, a draw is carried out, until the positions 1-8 are filled.

Podium Training and Training Groups

Podium Training and Training Groups follow the Qualification draw order (including All-Around Final and Team Final) by subdivision and apparatus

Respectfully submitted,

Arturs Mickevics
MTC President

Donatella Sacchi
WTC President
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